
How to make your own layered Rainbow Candles

You will need;
 2 x bottles of EaziCandle premium wax

(The first bottle of wax makes the purple, blue and green stripes)
(The second bottle of wax makes the red, orange and yellow stripes)

4 x 30cl clear glass tumblers (or similar - glass jars would work too

EaziCandle Liquid candle colours in the following colours: purple, blue, yellow & red
(each 10ml dropper bottle of colour goes a long way, so plenty to make more in he future)

Optional: 2 x 30ml bottle of your chosen EaziCandle fragrance(s)
(leave out the fragrance if you want unscented candles)

The items listed above will make 4 x 30cl glass tumblers
All items are available to buy from www.eazicandle.co.uk

How to make;
1. Place the supplied wicks (attached to your bottle of wax) into the base centre of your 4 containers.

2. Melt the wax in the bottles following the instructions on the inside of you wax label.
Tip: Use a large pan so that you can melt the contents of the 2 bottles together with plenty of water between them

 
3. Take your first bottle of liquid wax and add the full contents of your chosen bottle of fragrance to your liquid wax

(leave the 2nd bottle in the pan on a very low simmer).

4. Then add 25 drops of purple and mix (make sure you pop the lid back on before mixing!).

5. Pour a 5mm layer of purple into each glass.

6. Put your bottle of wax back into the simmering pan of water so that your wax stays liquid.
Leave each layer to set for approximately 15 mins between each layer of colour or until a skin has formed. 

Then following the same process as above...

7. Add 20 drops of blue to the purple to create your blue layer.
Pour and wait to set.

8. Add 20 drops of yellow to the blue  to create your green layer.
Pour and wait to set.

9. Your first bottle of wax should now be empty. Put your empty wax container into your recycling bin.

10. Take your 2nd bottle of liquid wax and add your remaining bottle of fragrance.
Then add 25 drops of yellow and mix.

11. Pour and wait to set as above.

12. Add 10 drops of red to create your orange layer.
Pour and wait to set.

13. Add 20 drops of red to create your red layer.
Pour and wait to set.

14. Your second bottle of wax should now be empty. Put your empty wax container into your recycling bin.

15. Take an Eazi wick clip and clip your wick centrally in the glass being firm with the wick so that is straight and
central within the wax.

Wait for your candles to fully set and you now have 4 beautiful homemade rainbow candle to enjoy!


